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A Robotic Line Scan System with Adaptive ROI for
Inspection of Defects over Convex Free-Form

Specular Surfaces
Shengzeng Huo, Muhammad Muddassir, David TW Chik, and David Navarro-Alarcon, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel robotic system
with the capability to perform defect inspection tasks over free-
form specular surfaces. The inspection procedure is done by a
robotic manipulator equipped with a line scanner system. The
proposed approach utilizes the object’s mesh model to segment
its convex surface into areas with similar curvature, then, it
adaptively adjusts the camera’s scanning range to ensure a
complete coverage of the surface. A new sensor-based projection
registration method is used to robustly localize the object in
the workspace. We propose a complete image processing and
motion planning pipeline that enables the entire defect inspection
procedure to be performed in an autonomous manner and in real-
time. A detailed experimental study is reported to validate the
proposed methodology.

Index Terms—Robotic manipulation, line scanners, defect in-
spection, specular surfaces, motion planning.

I. INTRODUCTION

SURFACE defect inspection is an important part in mod-
ern manufacturing processes, as the existence of defects

decreases the quality and value of products. The common
practice of many factories across the globe is to perform such
inspection task manually by multiple human workers, an ap-
proach that is costly, time-consuming, and produces subjective
results. The use of robotic defect inspection systems based
on machine vision [1] represents a feasible and sustainable
solution for these issues.

Although great progress has been recently achieved in this
problem (e.g. [2–5]), geometric adaptability and robustness
of the inspection task is still a challenging problem. This
is particularly critical when considering the inspection of
specular objects with arbitrary shapes [6], as free-form sur-
faces require a flexible scanning configuration (which contrasts
with the static setup used for flat surfaces), and the use of
specialized imaging systems (to cope with the strong reflection
characteristics of shiny materials). Free-form specular objects
are a common type of product in many industries, particularly
in automotive, therefore, it is important to develop effective
methods that can automate the task. Our goal in this paper is
precisely to develop a feasible robotic solution to this problem.
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In the past decade, a large number of automatic inspection
systems have been applied in different areas, e.g. in sewers
[2], rail surfaces [3], textured materials [4], LED chips [5],
etc. Due to its simple integration, AOI (area of interest)
systems are commonly used for real-time defect inspection
of (typically) flat surfaces, such as hot-rolled steel sheets [7]
and fabrics [8]. To apply these systems into non-flat objects
requires specialised illumination setups, e.g. [9] developed a
dual-light system to properly inspect the curved surface of a
metal sphere. However, these and most existing AOI-based
methods use fixed scanning configurations, which makes them
suitable only for a limited type of object shapes.

In addition to the surface’s geometry, its reflectivity is an-
other critical issue that has been studied by some researchers:
e.g. [10] developed a method that visually analyze the reflec-
tion produced by the projection of a known pattern over the
surface; Both pattern generator and camera are manipulated
by a robot. Based on sensor fusion, [11] studied the automatic
detection of defects on car body surfaces during a painting
process; It considered flat regions with smooth changes in
slope, concavities, edges, and corners. Despite these recent
promising results, robot-based inspection of free-form specular
surfaces remains an open research problem.

Robotic dimensional inspection represents a more flexible
alternative, as it equips a computer-controllable manipulator
with 3D optical scanners [12, 13]; The flexibility provided by
the active robot motions allows to scan many types of surface
shapes. In this paper, we use this type of configuration to
perform defect inspection of specular objects (yet, note that
we only focus on convex surfaces [14]). The overview of our
new sensor-guided solution is conceptually depicted in Fig. 1.
The original contributions of this work are as follows1:

• Develop a new path planning algorithm with an adaptive
ROI (region of interest) and K-means segmentation for
inspecting free-form specular surfaces.

• Design an new registration algorithm based on ICP (iter-
ative closest point) for real-time localization of specular
objects.

• Report a detailed experimental study to validate our
automatic defect inspection system and compare it with
existing baselines.

1An earlier version of this paper will be presented in June 2021 at the
IEEE Int. Conf. on Robotics and Automation (ICRA) [15]. In contrast with the
preliminary paper [15], this version has the following new methods/content: (i)
An adaptive ROI algorithm that guarantees the completeness of the inspection
task; (ii) A new geometric model that enables to analyse the line scan camera;
(iii) An optimization algorithm that improves the path planning efficiency; (iv)
A detailed comparison study of the proposed method with various baselines.
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Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed framework for inspection of defects over
convex free-form specular surfaces.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec. II
describes the path planning algorithm, Sec. III presents the
robotic inspection methods, Sec. IV presents the results and
Sec. V gives conclusions. The notation used along this paper
is listed in Table I.

TABLE I: NOTATIONS OF THE PARAMETERS USED IN THIS STUDY

Parameter Descriptions

~xM
i , ~nM

i ,M i-th point and normal in point cloud M
~cM , NM center and size of M
~qM
i , εi specified vector of M and its exterior instance
ζK , ζj segmented number of regions and patches
~sj , Sj j-th feature vector ~sj of region Sj

γij ,Γj angle between ~nM
i and ~sj and the maximum

λj ,Λt termination instance of Sj and the sum at time t
βK , βC allowable angle threshold of K-means and camera
T

Sj

Z ,T
Sj
xy ,T

Sj

Y three transformation matrices of Sj adjustment
θj , θ

∗
j rotation angle around ~Z and optimal solution

SX
j , S

Y
j X and Y coordinate sets of Sj

VF ,VD ,VL field of view, depth of view and moving length
~rSj , δ projected vector and its projection value
Ωj region division along VF
HY

jk,
~hjk, Hjk Y coordinate set and average normal of k-th patch

~ψ
Hjk

i i-th edge point of Hjk

~ρ
Hjk

i , ~p
Hjk

i position ~ρ
Hjk

i of pose ~p
Hjk

i
~k
Hjk

i ,~i
Hjk

i normal and capturing vectors of pose ~p
Hjk

i

~p
Sj
a , ~p

Sj

b edge path poses with respect to Sj

φ+, φ− rotation angles to next ±~iH2

Ĝpo, Gpo estimated pose and actual pose of the workpiece
ϕ, r angle and distance in polar coordinates
~lϕ, Lϕ ejection line and its corresponding buffer set
dl, dc distance to ejection line and the center of ~cGpo

~η manipulation plane representation
~ρB , ~kB ,~iB position and orientation of ~pB in robot’s frame
~ρi, ~πi, ~Πi i-th position and orientation pose for manipulator
q, l resolution and acquisition line rate of the camera
v moving speed of the robot
~e, κ position vector and size of a pixel in image frame
~uHjk , ~UB local and global position vectors of the image pixel
A,w angle of view and working distance of the camera
ξ,∆ circle of confusion and diagonal of the sensor
F , f f-number and focal length of the len
µ, σ2 mean value and variance
Ψ, χ, τ precision, recall and accuracy in defect detection

II. PATH PLANNING
A. Sampling and Preprocessing

The CAD mesh models consist of vertices and surfaces,
which are difficult to dispose, we sample points from a mesh
to facilitate the path planning procedure; [16] provides a useful
sampling solution by randomly selecting a given number
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Fig. 2: 3D representation information of the workpiece. (a) CAD mesh model.
(b) Sampled point cloud and the corresponding preprocessing procedure
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Fig. 3: Conceptual representation of K-means-based region segmentation. (a)
Input information: i-th point ~xM

i and its corresponding normal ~nM
i . (b)

Clustering for each sample ~nM
i . (c) Recompute the feature vector ~sj of each

region Sj .

points on triangles. The typical convex mesh model and its
corresponding sampled point cloud are shown in Fig 2. Due
to its sampling uniformity and complete coverage, the obtained
sampled point cloud M preserves geometric information of all
faces. However, only the exterior surface of the workpiece is
necessary in defect inspection. Therefore, it is necessary to
filter out unrelated points, as illustrated in Fig 2(b).

The center of the point cloud M is computed as

~cM =

NM∑
i

~xMi /NM (1)

where ~xMi is i-th point of point cloud M , and NM is the size
of M . We utilize the normal vectors generated from the mesh
model to search for points on the exterior surface. For that, we
compute the vector ~qMi = ~xMi − ~cM that points towards ~xMi
from the point cloud center, and compare its direction with its
respective surface normal ~nMi :

εi(~q
M
i · ~nMi ) =

{
0, ~qMi · ~nMi < 0

1, else
(2)

The data point ~xMi is saved only when εi = 1, which means
~qMi and ~nMi are in the same direction. This method effectively
extracts points on the exterior surface of convex object.

B. K-means Region Segmentation
The surface of the considered free-form object has a

smoothly varying curvature. To inspect defects with the line
scanner, we divide the object’s surface into approximately
“flat” sub-regions, which ensures that defects can be high-
lighted and avoids unwanted reflections from the light source.
Region segmentation is then formulated as a clustering analy-
sis problem [17] of surface geometric features (viz. positions
and normals). In our method, we use K-means clustering [18]
to partition the point cloud model M .

Our algorithm takes the points of M and its corresponding
normals as input, as shown in Fig 3(a). The only parameter
of standard K-means algorithms is the number of clusters,
here denoted as ζK , which will greatly affect the quality
of the classification. Although, there are methods to find
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an optimal ζK [19], they typically require several trials and
comparisons to compute it. In this paper, we propose a new
method that enables the automatic tuning of this key parameter
ζK ; The algorithm is based on a 1D search that includes
two loops, an outer loop for increasing ζK and an inner loop
for classification. The termination condition is defined as the
maximum intra-class difference that is smaller than a given
threshold βK . The entire procedure is shown in Algorithm 1.

Let us denote the feature vectors of the ζK-cluster set by
[~s1,~s2, . . . ,~sζK ], which are initialized with random values.
After the initialization, the procedure goes into inner loop,
including classification and update. In classification, the sim-
ilarity γij between each normal vector ~nMi and the feature
vector ~sj of different clusters are evaluated respectively.

γij = arccos(~nMi ·~sj/(|~nMi | · |~sj |)). (3)

Among them, ~nMi is classified to the cluster Sj whose γij is
smallest . After the classification step, each ~nMi is assigned to
its corresponding region Sj . The next step is the judgement on
whether the classification has met the termination condition.
For each cluster Sj , the judgement instance λj depends on the
maximum difference among the cluster:

Γj = max
i
γij , λj(Γj − βK) =

{
0 Γj > βK

1 else
(4)

where Γj is the maximum intra-class difference in each cluster
Sj . λj is judgement instance on whether the divergence of
Sj is smaller than the threshold βK according to Γj . Then,
the sum of them with respect to different regions Sj at this
loop is Λt =

∑ζK

j=1 λj . If Λt equals to the value of current
ζK , it means that the segmentation of all the regions Sj is
acceptable. Thus, the available solution is obtained and the
algorithm can be terminated. Otherwise, the iteration needs to
continue. As discussed above, the search direction needs to
adjust since there are an inner loop (clustering with respect
to ζK) and an outer loop (increase the value of ζK) in our
algorithm. The selection criteria is the comparison about the
segmentation performance between current inner loop Λt and
previous inner loop Λt−1. On one hand, if the performance is
worse than before, this inner loop is break. This phenomenon
indicates that current ζK is not strong enough to obtain the
optimal solution. The search procedure will starts a new outer
loop with a new ζK as ζK ← ζK + 1. On the other hand, if
the performance is getting better, we should continue to search
the available solution in the inner loop. Before switching to
next classification, all feature vectors ~sj are required to update
to improve the representation level:

~sj =
1

NSj

NSj∑
i=1

~n
Sj

i /||
1

NSj

NSj∑
i=1

~n
Sj

i ||. (5)

where ~nSj

i is the normal of i-th point in j-th region Sj , and
NSj

is the size of region Sj . After the update step, the above
procedures including classification and termination judgement
will be implemented again until acquiring the solution.

The presented algorithm only takes the normal feature into
consideration. Thus, a special case that the points belonging
to the same cluster distribute dispersed in the Cartesian coor-
dinates probably happens. Euclidean cluster extraction [20]
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Fig. 4: Scanning model of the line scan camera with linear motion. (a) Cuboid
coverage generation process. (b) Mathematical model of the coverage cuboid
and completeness validation.

is implemented as a post-processing step to check if it is
necessary to subdivide the region Sj into two new regions
according to the position information.

Algorithm 1 K-means Region Segmentation
Input βK , M .
Output Sj , j = 1, 2, ..., NSj

Routine
1: while Λt < ζK do
2: Initialize ζK normal vectors ~sj randomly, j = 1 : ζK

3: while Λt ≥ Λt−1 do
4: for ~xMi , i = 1 : NM do
5: Compute angle γij ← (3)
6: j∗ ←− arg minjγij , push ~xMi → Sj∗
7: end for
8: Compute Λt ← (4)
9: Update ~sj , j = 1 : ζK ← (5),

10: end while
11: ζK ← ζK + 1
12: end while

C. Adaptive ROI Path Planning
This adaptive ROI path planning algorithm takes the seg-

mented regions Sj as input and outputs the optimized scanning
path robust to the various shape under the complete coverage
requirement. Since the capture of the line scan camera is
required to cooperate with the relative motion to the surface,
the principal idea about our path planning is to utilize a
shortest path to cover the entire region Sj . To deal with the
irregular shape of it, some adjustments should be implemented
in advance:

1) T
Sj

Z : Rotate ~sj to ~Z = (0, 0, 1).
2) T

Sj
xy: Translate to X-Y plane Z = 0.

3) T
Sj

Y : Rotate around Z-axis ~Z = (0, 0, 1) to minimize the
projection length along Y-axis ~Y = (0, 1, 0).

SYj
′ = SXj · sin θ + SYj · cos θ. (6)

θ∗ = arg min
θ

(maxSYj
′ −minSYj

′). (7)

where SXj and SYj are X and Y coordinate sets of region
Sj respectively. Note that T

Sj

Z , T
Sj
xy and T

Sj

Y are all 4 × 4
transformation matrices. The objective of this pre-processing
step with respect to each region Sj is to make the following
calculation more intuitive. ROI refers to the interested area
with respect to a digital image. Here, adaptive ROI means
adapting the scanning coverage of the camera to any shape
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Fig. 5: Advanced region segmentation and linear path planning. (a) Patch
segmentation along horizontal and vertical directions. (b) Linear path planning
with respect to patch Hjk .

of the region Sj , ensuring the complete coverage requirement.
The scanning model of the line scan camera is illustrated in Fig
4(a). Since the camera only captures one horizontal line at one
moment, the scanning coverage is considered as a rectangle,
consisting of the depth of view VD and field of view VF .
Combining with a linear motion, the discrete rectangles are
integrated as a cuboid along the moving direction VL. Hence,
the coverage completeness is defined as all points on a patch
are within the cuboid. To judge if a point meets the condition,
it should be projected to a local coordinate frame whose origin
is on the start position of the surface, as shown in Fig 4(b).
The mathematical model is

(~x
Sj

i − δ ·~r
Sj ) ·~rSj = 0 (8)

where ~x
Sj

i is a point on the scanned surface, ~rSj is the
reference direction and δ is its corresponding projection value.
δ should be smaller than the norm of VL, VF /2 and VD/2 in
three directions of the cuboid respectively, as shown in Fig
4(b). In addition, normal similarity, defined as the allowable
maximum difference between the normal on the surface and
the facing direction of the camera, is also a necessary condition
to guarantee the performance of the camera.

To meet all the completeness requirements, our algorithm
also includes an advanced segmentation in terms of each
region Sj with a one-way linear scanning path. This segmenta-
tion includes two steps along horizontal and vertical directions
respectively, as shown in Fig 5(a). Firstly, considering the
width coverage VF , we evaluate region Sj about whether a
one-way path is enough to scan the whole width of the region.

Ωj = d(max(Sxj
′)−min(Sxj

′))/VF e (9)

where de is ceiling function; Sxj
′ = SXj ·cos θ∗−SYj ·sin θ∗ is

x coordinate set of region Sj after the adjustment. Generally,
Ωj equals to one and the segmentation along the direction of
VF disables. Otherwise, we divide region Sj into Ωj regions
and the number of regions NS increases in this case. The
next step is to divide each region Sj into several patches
Hjk along vertical direction. Similar to Alg 1, region Sj is
divided into ζj patches and ζj is iteratively increased until
meeting the termination conditions. The normal direction of
the camera is defined as −~hjk computed by Eq 5 with respect
to segmented patch Hjk. The termination conditions include
cuboid coverage and normal similarity, which can be validated
by Eq 17 and Eq 4 respectively.

After patch Hjk is divided from Sj , a 6-DOF linear scan-
ning path with the same orientation is intuitive to compute,

(a) (b)Unplanned pose Planned path
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Fig. 6: Complete path optimization with respect to entire free-form surface.
(a) Scanning sequence arrangement based on distance-optimal criteria. (b) Ro-
tation angle minimization in the process of adjacent scanning pose switching.

as shown in Fig 5(b). The start position ~ρ
Hjk

1 and the end
position ~ρHjk

2 of the linear motion are defined as:

~ψ
Hjk

1 = [~c
Hjk
x min(HY

jk) ~c
Hjk
z ]

T

~ψ
Hjk

2 = [~c
Hjk
x max(HY

jk) ~c
Hjk
z ]

T
(10)

~ρ
Hjk

1 = ~ψ
Hjk

1 + w · ~hjk, ~ρ
Hjk

2 = ~ψ
Hjk

2 + w · ~hjk (11)

where ~ψ
Hjk

1 and ~ψ
Hjk

2 are the start position and the end
position of patch Hjk respectively; w denotes the working
distance between the camera and the surface. In addition,
three vectors ~iHjk ,~jHjk and ~kHjk are used to represent the
orientation of the pose. The normal direction is ~kHjk = −~hjk.
The feature vector ~kjk of patch Hjk is transformed from
~Z = (0, 0, 1). Hence, the capturing direction of the camera
~iHjk can be computed by:

~kjk = R
Hjk

Z · ~Z, ~iHjk = R
Hjk

Z · ~X (12)

where the rotation matrix R
Hjk

Z is solved by axis-angle
rotation representation. With the complete definition including
position and orientation, the i-th 6-DOF path pose for the patch
Hjk can be defined as:

~p
Hjk

i =
{

T
Hjk

P · ~ρHjk

i ,T
Hjk

R · ~kHjk

i ,T
Hjk

R ·~iHjk

i

}
(13)

where T
Hjk

P = (T
Sj

Z )−1(T
Sj
xy)−1(T

Sj

Y )−1 and T
Hjk

R =

(T
Sj

Z )−1(T
Sj

Y )−1. ~ρHjk

i , ~kHjk

i and ~iHjk

i are 4 × 1 vectors in
homogeneous coordinates.

D. Nearest Neighbor Search

At present, we have planned the scanning path for each
region Sj (includes several patches Hjk). However, we also
needs to integrate all of them to generate the complete
scanning path with respect to the entire free-form surface.
To improve the inspection efficiency, shortest path criteria is
adopted as the optimization target (which means time mini-
mum at the same time since we keeps constant motion velocity
during the whole process). Due to the above segmentation and
adaptive ROI path planning, the optimization problem focusing
on shortest path is under some constraints, the problem is
formulated as follow:

find min

ζK∑
j=1

ζj∑
k=1

2∑
i=1

d(~p
Hjk

i )

s.t. ~k
Hjk

1 = ~k
Hjk

2 ,~i
Hjk

1 =~i
Hjk

2

~ρ
Hjk

2 − ~ρHjk

1 = ~ψ
Hjk

2 − ~ψ
Hjk

1

.
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Fig. 7: Projection registration for specular surface: (a) Problem formulation.
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where d(~x, ~y) is the function of computing the Euclidean
distance between ~x and ~y. Due to the scanning constraints
within each region Sj , the optimization problem is converted
to a sorting problem. Hence, we build on Nearest Neighbor
Search [21] optimization algorithm to deal with this issue. For
a 6-DOF path, both the position and the orientation should be
optimized, which are discussed separately in this section.

The moving distance within each region is fixed in our path.
The only part we can optimize is the region switching process.
For each region Sj , we obtain two path poses ~pSj

a ~p
Sj

b on the
edges, with a sum of 2 × NS poses in total. In this case,
we formulate the problem as a CPP (coverage path planning)
issue [22], which means finding an shortest path that visits
every node in the graph. The biggest difference in our case
is the moving process within the region instead of only a
node, making the start pose and the end pose of the node
are not the same. The entire optimization process are shown
in Fig 6(a). Before the optimization process, all regions Sj
locates in the unplanned region box and the planned path is
empty. The beginning search benchmark ~p0 is the current pose
of the robot manipulator. The euclidean metric between ~p0

and the edge poses of ~pSj
a , ~p

Sj

b , j = 1, 2, ...NS is computed
respectively. Among them, the ~pSj

a with the smallest distance
to ~p0 is assigned as the next neighbor and sent to the planned
path box. After one loop, the search benchmark switch from
~p0 to ~pSj

b . At the same time, the corresponding region Sj is
popped out from the unplanned pose set. The search loop is
alternatively iterated until the unplanned pose box becoming
empty.

Another optimization section focus on the orientation, as
shown in Fig 6(b). Keeping the same orientation in the patch
Hjk, the adjustment is required when switch from different
patches. Here, let’s say that H2 is the next to H1. As the above
definition, the orientation of a pose ~p

Hjk

i consists of ~kHjk

and ~iHjk . ~kHjk must obey ~kHjk = −~hjk. According to the
characteristics of the line scan camera, however, the direction
of ~iHjk is not constrained, which means that ~iH2 = ±~iH2 are
both suitable for scanning the patch H2. Switching from~iH1 to
+~iH2 or −~iH2 has different costs φ+, φ− computed by Eq. 3.
Between them, the smaller one should be chosen to optimize

~iH2(φ+ − φ−) =

{
+~iH2 φ+ ≤ φ−
−~iH2 else

(14)

A complete scanning path for the free-form surface is
obtained after the optimization versus position and orientation.

III. ROBOTIC INSPECTION
A. Projection Registration

With the scanning path on the workpiece, we still needs a
transformation matrix TB

O from object’s frame to robot’s frame

to control the robotic manipulator. Recently, depth camera has
been widely used in 3D perception in the fields of robotics
[23]. However, the performance of it is strongly affected by
the high reflection of specular surfaces [24]. Hence, we design
a depth camera based projection registration algorithm.

At first, we calibrate the transformation TB
C between depth

camera and robot’s base via AR markers. We formulate the
workpiece localization problem as a coarse-to-fine registration
problem, as shown in Fig 7(a). Ĝpo denotes a rough estimated
pose of the object in robot’s frame, whose transformation
TB
Ô

is roughly estimated according to the configuration of
the workspace. Mounted on top of the workspace, the depth
camera captures the visual information Gpo of the workspace.

As illustrated in Fig 7(b), the captured point cloud Gpo is
a plane with a hole due to the high reflection of the specular
surface. Blocked by the specular surface, the inner boundary
of the hole is the outer boundary of the object, which can be
used to describe the pose of the object. The extraction with
respect to this inner boundary includes several steps. First, we
use pass-through filters to narrow down the interested region
of Gpo. Next, we transform the point cloud to robot’s frame
and project to the given parametric manipulation plane ~η. In
the end, we establish a local polar coordinate system whose
origin is ~cGpo of Gpo:

~lϕ = [r cosϕ − r sinϕ]T (15)

where r and ϕ represent distance from the origin and an
angle from the X-axis respectively. The conversion to cartesian
coordinates with respect to ϕ is tanϕ·x+y = 0. It is intuitive
that the nearest point to the origin along different directions
are components of inner boundary. The points whose distance
to an ejection line is smaller than a threshold are considered
on the line, which can be computed by:

dl =
∣∣∣~xGpo

i · ωϕ
∣∣∣ , ωϕ = [sinϕ cosϕ]T (16)

Among the points on the ejection line, only the point closest
to ~cGpo with Euclidean distance dc will be saved as one of
the component of the inner boundary Gbd.

In addition, we provide the boundary of the estimated pose
Ĝpo to match with the actual pose Gbd. Given the parametric
manipulation plane ~η, we project Ĝpo on it to get Ĝproj ,

~x
Ĝproj

i = ~x
Ĝpo

i − (~η · ~xĜpo

i ) · ~η (17)

where ~xĜproj

i and ~xĜpo

i are i-th point of Ĝproj and Ĝpo respec-
tively. Next, [25] offers a function to extract the outer boundary
of Ĝproj , denoted as Ĝbd. Finally, we take the classical ICP
algorithm [26] to derive the least square transformation matrix
TÔ
O between Ĝbd and Gbd. Finally, the entire transformation

matrix is TB
O = TB

Ô
·TÔ

O.

B. Robot Control Framework

Given the 4 × 4 transformation matrix TB
O =

[
RB
O|~tBO

]
,

which RB
O is 3× 3 rotation matrix and ~tBO is 3× 1 translation

vector, the scanning path is obtained by

~pB =
{

TB
O · ~ρ

O,RB
O · ~kO,RB

O ·~iO
}

(18)
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Fig. 8: Conceptual representation of automatic scanning procedure. (a) Prin-
cipal of image acquisition during camera’s motion. (b) Acquisition line rate
adjustment for unit magnification.

Fig. 9: Complete pipeline of digital image processing for defect inspection.

where ~kO and~iO are 3×1 column vectors, and ~ρO is a 4×1
column vector in homogeneous coordinates.

Every pose should be a 6 × 1 column vector to control
the manipulator, representing the position and the orientation
respectively. For position, ~ρB = TB

O · ~ρ
O directly define the

desired position. For orientation, the axis-angle representa-
tion is used in the UR5 robotic manipulator. To solve this
representation, we try to find out the entire transformation
matrix based on ~kB = RB

O · ~kO and ~iB = RB
O · ~iO. The

calculation includes two steps, rotating Z-axis to ~kB and
rotating X-axis to ~iB . First, we compute the rotation from
Z-axis ~Z = (0, 0, 1) to ~kB via axis-angle, denoted as RB

Z .
Then, X-axis ~X = (1, 0, 0) is transformed to ~X′ = RB

Z · ~X.
Next, ~iB is projected to the parametric plane of ~kB , denoted
as~iB ′. At last, we compute the rotation from ~X′ to~iB ′ around
~kB via axis-angle, denoted as RB

X . Then, we obtain the whole
transformation RB

π = RB
X ·RB

Z . At last, we get the rotation
vector ~πB by Rodrigues’ rotation formula [27]. In conclusion,
the i-th 6-DOF pose vector is defined as

~Πi =
[
~ρTi ~πi

T
]T

(19)

where ~Πi is a 6× 1 column vector.
Illustrated in Fig 8, line scan camera captures one line at

a moment, stacking horizontal pixels to generate a 2D image.
Cooperated with the motion, we ought to control the sampling
rate of the camera to ensure the scanning completeness without
redundancy. Thus, we match the velocity of the motion with
the sampling rate:

VF /q = (1/l) · v (20)

where q is the resolution of the line scan camera, l is the
acquisition line rate, whose unit is per second, and v is the
linear velocity of the manipulator.

C. Image Processing
Digital image processing is also necessary for automatic

defect inspection. We design an image processing pipeline
according to OpenCV [28], as shown in Fig 9.

Router

Power

Lighting

Workpiece

Line Scan

RGB-D

UR5 Robot

communication link(a)

RGB-D camera
PC

Router UR5 Manipulator

Image Acquisition Power

(b)

Fig. 10: The platform of our proposed autonomous robotic inspection system.
(a) Experimental configuration. (b) Syetem Architecture.

Taking raw images as input, we adopt threshold filtering for
image enhancement. Next, edges, displaying sudden changes
of gray level, are suitable feature descriptors for our task.
Here, we select Canny edge detector [29] because of its
strong robustness. Some dust clinging to specular surfaces
is also captured and detected due to the high resolution of
our image acquisition system. However, we shouldn’t consider
tiny dust as a unqualified defect. Thus, we include deeper
contour sketching and area approximation [30] to enrich
feature descriptors. Finally, we tune the allowable defect area
threshold for judgement. This criteria is also beneficial for
operators to ignore the unobvious defects.

D. Image Mapping

In addition to the number of defects. the distribution of
defects also provides an intuitive understanding about the
quality of the products. Given the CAD model, we can map
the detected defects in 2D images to 3D model, as shown in
Fig 18.

The position of a pixel in a image is ~e = (ex, ey). As
discussed above, a 2D image corresponds to a patch Hjk

with a linear motion keeping the same orientation. Thus, we
approximate that the distance between the image acquisition
system and the inspection surface remains the same during
the process. The capturing of each image starts at ~pHjk

a and
stops at ~pHjk

b . Hence, we take the starting pose ~pHjk
a as the

mapping frame to find out the 3D position ~ujk with respect
to ~eHjk = (ex, ey) in the corresponding image,

~uHjk =
[

(ex − q/2) · κ ey · κ w
]T

(21)

where ex and ey are elements of ~eHjk = (ex, ey) in the
2D image frame, κ = VF /q represents the pixel size in the
image, and ~uHjk is a 3 × 1 vector representing the position
of the defects in the local mapping frame ~pHjk

a . Finally, we
transform the local defects ~ujk to the global robot’s frame via
~UB = T

Hjk
a · ~uHjk , where 4× 4 transformation matrix T

Hjk
a

is obtained from the corresponding pose ~Π
Hjk

a and ~UB and
~uHjk are 4× 1 vectors in homogeneous coordinates.

IV. RESULTS

A. Experiment Setup

Fig 10(a) illustrates the configuration of our proposed
robotic platform. An Orbbec Astra depth camera is installed
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Fig. 11: Segmentation results with respect to different free-form surfaces and
different termination thresholds.

on top of the manipulation space for real time workpiece local-
ization. To control the image acquisition system to achieve a
6-DOF scanning path over the workpiece, our system includes
a UR5 manipulator from Universal Robots. We also design an
instrumented customised holder to equip the image acquisition
system with the end-effector of the manipulator under a
flexible and precise illumination configuration.

Fig 10(b) conceptually depicts the architecture of the sys-
tem. The image acquisition sub-system consists of a line scan
camera, Basler raL2048-48gm GigE camera, and a uniformity
line lighting, LTS-2LINS300-W from LOTS company. An
analog control box high power strobe provides adjustable
necessary voltage for the lighting source. To communicate
different components in the system, we establish a local
netwotk with the help of a network router and ROS [31] via
TCP/IP socket. Hence, the Linux PC is able to control all
components real time simultaneously.

Velocity and acceleration of the manipulator are empirically
set as 0.05m/s and 0.05m/s−2 due to safety reasons. VF and
VD of the machine vision system can be calculated by [32]

VF = 2w tan(A/2), ξ ≈ ∆/1500, VD ≈ 2w2Fξ/f2 (22)

where A, ∆, ξ, F , f denotes angel of view, sensor diagonal,
circle of confusion, f-number, and focal length of the camera
respectively.

B. Segmentation Performance

Flat region segmentation is one of the prerequisites of
high-quality image acquisition, whose biggest challenge is
the diversity of object shapes. To validate the robustness of
our proposed K-means based region segmentation algorithm,
we present the implementation results in terms of different
CAD mesh models, denoted as o1, o2 and o3 respectively.
Inspired by Otsu’s algorithm [35], we design the segmentation
deviations of intra-class and between-class to measure the

segmentation performance statistically,

µS =
1

NS
·
NS∑
j=1

NSj , σ2
S =

1

NS
·
NS∑
j=1

(NSj − µS)2

σ2
I =

1

NS
·
NS∑
j=1

1

NSj

NSj∑
i=1

γij

~µB =
1

NS
·
NS∑
j=1

~sj , σ2
B =

1

NS
·
NS∑
j=1

γ(~sj , ~µB)

(23)

where γ(~sj , ~µB) is a function to compute the angle between
~sj and ~µB . For comparison, three common segmentation
algorithms in point cloud processing, DON (Difference Of
Normal) [33], CEC (Conditional Euclidean Clustering) [20]
and RG (Region Growing) [34] are considered as reference.
The comparison result is shown in Table II.

Note that since all above reference algorithms include mul-
tiple key parameters to tune, which greatly affect the segmen-
tation results, the presented results are the best performance
after multiple manual trials. Among the results, maxj Γj ,
measuring the biggest deviation within the clusters, is the most
important evaluation criteria. Setting the termination threshold
as 28o, our algorithm is able to find the solution to meet the
corresponding condition, while other algorithms are unable to
ensure the availability of the final segmentation. The other
evaluation indexes, NR, σ2

R, σ
2
I , σ

2
B are auxiliary indicators for

the clusters distribution. The optimal segmentation is to divide
the free-form surface evenly according to size and position,
while minimizing the intra-class difference and maximizing
the between-class difference. The results show that our method
can maintain stable performance with respect to different free-
form surfaces. Basically, the failure and bad results of other
algorithms are caused by the disconnection between their
parameters and the criteria. The common idea of them is
looking for points meeting the pre-defined condition, such as
angle difference and euclidean distance in the search range
of the initialized points at the beginning and absorb them
into corresponding clusters. The drawback of them is only
considering the local information around the points on the
edge of the cluster instead of the global performance of the
cluster.

To validate the robustness of our proposed algorithm in
terms of shapes and required smoothness, we conduct multiple
segmentation trials on different free-form objects with differ-
ent thresholds, as shown in Fig 11. We can conclude from
these intuitive results that our K-means unsupervised region
segmentation is suitable for different convex free-form objects
under different conditions.

C. Registration

Another prerequisite of image acquisition is the precise
localization about the workpiece in robot’s frame. A specular
side-mirror workpiece is taken as experimental subject in this
section, as shown in Fig 13. To evaluate the performance of
our indirect registration algorithm, two types of errors, shape
and position, are taken into account. The ground truth of
the shape and position are provided by the CAD model and
the measurement with the end-effector of the manipulator. To
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TABLE II: COMPARISON OF THE SEGMENTATION PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS ON THREE FREE-FORM OBJECTS

maxj Γj (◦) NS σ2
S σ2

I σ2
B(◦)

Algorithm o1 o2 o3 o1 o2 o3 o1 o2 o3 o1 o2 o3 o1 o2 o3
Difference of Normals [33] 33.8 90.3 87.1 33 8 22 135.2 401.8 1030.7 0.6 4.7 2.7 25.0 32.9 50.0
Conditional Euclidean [20] 32.3 85.0 87.6 39 76 126 91.3 32.3 120.7 0.5 0.5 0.9 23.8 55.3 41.6

RegionGrowing [34] 34.7 20.6 17.8 53 561 1060 90.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.04 0.01 21.2 36.0 64.0
Our Method Alg. 1 26.8 24.8 27.99 6 26 66 22.8 4.0 9.9 12.8 9.3 8.3 31.7 50.0 57.7

NS : Number of segmented regions. σ2
S : Variance of region size. maxj Γj : Maximum angle difference among different regions Sj . σ2

I : Intra-class variance
of region Sj . σ2

B : Between-class variance of region Sj .

RGB-D

(a)

CAD

max

min

RGB-D

max

min

(b)

TCP

Fig. 12: Conceptual results workpiece localization. (a) Comparison between
depth camera capturing and CAD model. (b) Comparison between depth
camera capturing and measurement by TCP of the manipulator.

TABLE III: RESULTS OF REGISTRATION ACCURACY

Types dmin(cm) dmax(cm) µD(cm) σD(mm)

Shape 0.004 0.680 0.167 1.134
Position 0 1.288 0.765 2.182

dmin and dmax is minimum and maximum value of the Euclidean distance.
µD and σD is the mean and standard variance of the distance respectively.

quantify the error, Hausdorff distance [36] is used, which the
mathematical comparison results are shown in Table III. Fig
III (a) shows the comparison between the boundary extracted
from our captured point cloud by RGB-D camera and the
boundary extracted from the CAD model. Since we focus on
the shape retrieval in this part, the comparison is executed after
ICP alignment. This comparison visualizes that our indirect
registration is suitable to describe the original shape of the
workpiece. Fig 12(b) illustrates the position registration error.
Due to the high precision of the UR5 manipulator, we utilize
TCP (tool center point) of it to measure the localization
of the workpiece in robot’s frame with equaipping a long
detector. The low localization error can guarantee the scanning
performance of the registrated path.

(a) (b)

Fig. 13: Designed robotic validation experiment. (a) Real inspection experi-
ment. (b) Simulation environment with the segmented regions results.

Workpiece

Power

Area Scan
Camera

Dome
Lighting

(a) (b)

Lighting

Fig. 14: Image acquisition with traditional configuration. (a) Experimental
setup. (b) Example of high-quality image acquisition with dome light as
illumination.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 15: Conceptual comparison about the quality of image acquisition. (Red
region represents the captured defects and blue region displays the spot
phenomenon. (a) Captured by area scan camera. (b) Captured by our system.

D. Image Acquisition

To validate the detection performance of our proposed
system, we take a specular side-mirror from the automotive
industry as an experimental subject. Here, several defects
are added manually on the specular surface and the ob-
servation results from professional workers are regarded as
the benchmark of this inspection task. Fig 13 illustrates the
designed experiment. The upper free-form specular surface is
selected as our experiment subject. The colorful point cloud
visualizes the segmentation result of our K-means based region
segmentation.

To highlight the superiority of our proposed prototype, the
traditional inspection configuration with area scan camera [7]
is used for comparison, as shown in Fig 14(a). The reason
about the selection of dome light is to avoid the illumination
spot occurred by the specular surface. With the illumination
condition, we are able to obtain high quality image when the
defects locate on the center of the view, as shown in Fig 14(b).

Illustrated in Fig 15(a), the traditional one is unable to focus
on the interested region of the free-form surface, resulting
the quality of the image is blurred and some spot appears.
Compared with the fixed acquisition configuration, our flexible
image acquisition sub-system can adjust the scanning path
according to the shape of the surface. Thus, the alignment
between the camera and the surface is ensured to obtain high-
quality images, as shown in Fig 15(b).
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(a) (b)

Sobel

Equalization

Our

Canny [100, 200]

Our

Fig. 16: Conceptual comparison about image processing for defects detection.
(a) Comparison with histogram equalization and Sobel operator. (b) Case study
about the parameters of the Canny Edge Detector.

TABLE IV: COMPARISON OF THE DEFECT DETECTION PERFOR-
MANCE OF DIFFERENT PIPELINES ON THE SELECTED WORKPIECE

Pipeline TP FP FN Ψ χ τ

Sobel Operator [37] 40 5 10 0.889 0.8 0.818
Equalization [38] 59 120 9 0.330 0.868 0.760

Canny [29] [100, 200] 44 40 2 0.524 0.957 0.870
Our method 51 8 2 0.864 0.962 0.943

TP, FP and FN are true positive, false positive and false negative respectively.
Ψ, χ and τ are precision, recall and accuracy respectively.

E. Defect Detection
The final step about automatic defect inspection is image

processing and unqualified defects statistics. Based on the
ground truth provided by the professional workers, we also
includes some common image processing techniques as refer-
ence to highlight the advantages of our pipeline, as shown in
Fig 9. For image enhancement, histogram equalization [38]
improves the contrast in an image. Sobel operator [37] is
another method for edge detection. The parameters of Canny
detectors also greatly affect the detection accuracy.

The comparison is shown in Table 16, which precision and
recall are used to evaluate the performance.

Ψ = TP/(TP + FP ), χ = TP/(TP + FN) (24)

where Ψ and χ represent precision and recall respectively,
TP, FP and FN denotes true positive, false positive and false
negative respectively. Since missing defects is severe than
wrong prediction in our case, recall plays a more important
role than precision. Hence, the final accuracy is defined with
different weights τ = 0.8×Ψ+0.2×χ. Although our algorithm
includes some false positive cases, it can minimize the missing
probability of the defects. Hence, the accuracy of our algo-
rithm is the best among them, while the performance of other
algorithms is affected due to various reasons. Illustrated in Fig
16(a), Sobel operator is so susceptible to noise interference
that it misses some defects occasionally. Although histogram
equalization is good at improving the constrast of the image,
the regions with defects are easily overexposed. With a double-
threshold algorithm, edges identification of Canny detectors
depends on the minimum and maximum thresholds. Although
the array (100, 200) is able to detect the majority of defects,
it also includes multiple false positive cases compared to our
chosen one (200, 300).

Other detection results implemented by our proposed algo-
rithm is shown in Fig 17. Fig 17(a) introduces the satisfactory

FP

FN

(a) (b)

Fig. 17: Defects detection results conducted by our pipeline. (a) Satisfactory
result. (b) Some failure cases.

X

Y

(a) (b)

2D 3D

�e

�u
Hjk

Fig. 18: Conceptual representation of the image mapping. (a) The principle
of the mapping. (b) The mapping results according to the detected defects.

result. Note that the detection focusing a part of the defects is
also considered as the true positive samples. However, there
are some failure cases shown in Fig 17(b). The edges of the
workpiece are considered as defects due to the sudden gray
level change, playing as false positive cases. In addition, some
true defects are missed due to the low contrast between the
defects and the background.

Fig 18(b) illustrates the mapping result. Note that the dis-
played defects are selected by operators. Although we cannot
obtain a precise 3D reconstruction model with this method,
this mapping can provide an intuitive distribution about the
defects on the specular surface.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we demonstrate a sensor-based automatic
defect inspection system focusing on convex free-form spec-
ular surfaces. Equipped with a robotic manipulator, the image
acquisition sub-system is able to execute a flexible automatic
scanning in terms of diverse free-form surfaces. Based on
the prior CAD mesh model of the workpiece, our K-means
based region segmentation is robust to segment free-form sur-
faces to relative flat regions without troublesome tuning. Our
path planning algorithm ensures the inspection completeness
through advanced patch segmentation and line scan camera
sensing model analysis. The defect inspection procedure is
implemented fully automatically through real-time projection
registration feedback and image processing procedure. Our
statistical evaluation in the experiment shows the superiority
compared to other baseline methods. The detection results
illustrate that our sensor-based robotic system is effective in
the field of automatic defect inspection.

However, our proposed prototype exists with some lim-
itations. Firstly, the performance of the system is merely
validated in the ideal laboratory environment instead of the
industry. More tests with more workpieces under real manu-
facturing environment are required to improve the robustness
of our system. The design of custom-built end-effector needs
improvements to enlarge the scanning space of the image
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acquisition sub-system. Secondly, the proposed image process-
ing algorithm can’t classified the unqualified defects at this
stage. Further image processing, such as DNN (Deep Neural
Network) focusing on recognition and classification [39] are
our future direction.
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